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Abstract—Time-Sensitive Networking (TSN) is vital to enable
time-critical deterministic communication, especially for applications with industrial-grade requirements. IEEE TSN standards
are key enablers to provide deterministic and reliable operation
of Ethernet networks. However, much of the research is still done
in simulated environments or using commercial TSN switches
lacking flexibility in terms of hardware and software support.
In this work, we evaluate two different Cloud testbeds for TSN
experimentation, analyzing their hardware features, the influence
of the testbed management infrastructure, and the data plane
performance. Furthermore, we present a prototype of a modular
Software-Defined Networking (SDN) controller that facilitates
the deployment of Linux-based TSN networks. We identify and
discuss the controller modules and evaluate its feasibility by using
it to deploy TSN networks on different testbeds. Finally, we
provide insights for researchers interested in experimenting with
TSN features on open Cloud testbeds and discuss the features
and limitations that we found during our experiments.
Index Terms—TSN, Experimentation, Network Programmability, SDN

I. I NTRODUCTION
In recent years, the IEEE Time-Sensitive Networking (TSN)
Task Group has been developing a set of standards to enable
reliable and deterministic communication on top of IEEE
802.1 networks [1], [2]. IEEE TSN development evolved
from the Audio-Video Bridging (AVB), widening the scope to
support the broad requirements of automotive and industrial
networks. These standards enable Ethernet-based networks
to support the coexistence of time-critical and best-effort
flows, providing isolation and preventing best-effort flows
from affecting the performance of the time-critical ones. This
way, an Ethernet-based TSN network can carry critical traffic,
e.g., from control applications in an Industry 4.0 context, while
also carrying best-effort traffic from administrative sectors of
the industry, reducing costs and deployment complexity [3].
To further evolve TSN standards and effectively implement
the proposals on real networks, it is crucial that researchers in
industry and academia have access to resources for development and experimentation with TSN features. Although plenty
of research advances can be achieved through simulation [4],
[5], the implementation and validation using real hardware in

realistic conditions is paramount to validate simulation results
and push further the technology development.
Fortunately, testbed facilities support researchers by providing very flexible and reconfigurable environments. There
are currently several testbeds on different domains, such as
Cloud [6], Internet of Things [7], and Smart Highways [8].
These testbeds are excellent means to validate and reproduce
the performance of new technologies in realistic conditions.
However, for experiments encompassing TSN features, some
requirements in terms of hardware support by Network Elements (NEs) and testbed infrastructure are necessary. For
example, the network adapter must support hardware timestamping of packets for higher synchronization accuracy with
Precision Time Protocol (PTP). Another case is the TimeAware Scheduling (TAS), which requires network adapters
with multiple queues, as well as driver support.
In this paper, we evaluate two Cloud testbeds and their
suitability for TSN experimentation. We focus on a basic set
of features that offer support for time synchronization, traffic
scheduling, and traffic filtering. For resource management and
network configuration, we present and develop a prototype of
an Software Defined Networking (SDN) controller to perform
TSN Centralized Network Configuration (CNC). We identify,
describe, and implement the main modules that facilitate the
deployment and management of a TSN network. We deploy
TSN networks with similar topologies on different testbeds and
evaluate their performance in terms of time synchronization
accuracy and data plane performance. We also compare the
features supported by the testbed nodes and discuss their
advantages and limitations for TSN experimentation.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II gives a
brief overview of TSN standards. Section III describes the
architecture of our TSN controller. Section IV describes the
deployment of TSN networks on two different testbeds, detailing the features and issues faced in each case. Section V
presents results achieved on each testbed. Section VI brings
the main takeaways and lessons learned during the execution
of this work, which can help other researchers conducting experimental TSN research using open testbeds. Finally, Section
VII concludes this work and presents future directions.

III. CNC A RCHITECTURE FOR TSN
To set up and manage a TSN network, many software components must be carefully configured and coordinated across
all NEs. Among them, we highlight the PTP synchronization
service, the scheduling configuration, and traffic filtering and
policing. However, other functionalities such as real-time data
plane and control plane monitoring are also useful. Therefore,
we designed a CNC architecture with a minimal set of modules
to assist the deployment of TSN networks on Linux-based
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The TSN standards can be categorized into four main pillars
[9]: time synchronization; bounded low latency; reliability; and
resource management. Time synchronization is specified by
IEEE 802.1AS standard [10], and can be achieved through
PTP. TSN nodes usually perform actions based on strict
deadlines or time intervals, and PTP allows all nodes to have
a common sense of time. IEEE 802.1Qbv [11] and IEEE
802.1Qbu [12] are the main standards related to bounded lowlatency communication. The former leverages network synchronization to coordinate scheduled communications using
TAS. The latter defines frame preemption, allowing frames of
lower priority flows to be interrupted during transmission in
favor of frames of higher priority flows.
For improving reliability the IEEE 802.1Qci standard [13]
provides enhancements for flow filtering and policing, allowing traffic to be directed to specific queues on each bridge. This
enables precise coordination and isolation of traffic flows. The
IEEE 802.1CB [14] also improves reliability through frame
replication and elimination, i.e., using redundant transmission
of frames through separate paths between source and destination. Finally, for resource management, we highlight IEEE
802.1Qcc [15], which defines protocols for the configuration
of flow reservation and their requirements. Three configuration
models are defined on 802.1Qcc:
• Fully distributed: in this model the flow specifications
from the end stations are propagated to the NEs using a
distributed protocol. Bridges in the path between sender and
receiver are configured based only on their local knowledge.
• Centralized Network/Distributed User: this configuration
model has a CNC entity, with global knowledge of the
network topology and configuration of devices. Bridges on
the edges relay flow specifications/requirements received
from the end stations to the CNC.
• Fully centralized: this model includes a Centralized User
Configuration (CUC) entity, aimed at cases in which significant configuration of the end stations is required. Flow
characteristics and requirements are specified through the
CUC directly to the CNC.
In this work, we will focus on the fully centralized model,
which gives us more control over all the NEs. Flow characteristics and requirements are provided to the CNC through
a CUC API. Synchronization, schedules, and other configurations are specified through the CUC API using auxiliary tools
and applied to NEs by the CNC. In the next section, we detail
the architecture of the CNC and the agent module.
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Figure 1: CNC architecture and communications diagram

devices. Our architecture is composed of a central node assuming the roles of CNC and CUC. We simplify the description
focusing on the CNC architecture and its counterpart, the TSN
Agent (TSNA), that runs in the NEs.
Figures 1a and 1b show the internal modules of the CNC,
and the TSNA, respectively. The main functions of the CNC
are carried out by the TSN Controller (TSNC). Figure 1c
shows the messages exchanged between the TSNC and TSNA
during operation. The TSNC is initialized loading a configuration file with the basic network configuration (1), such as IP
addresses, initial schedules, PTP roles and interfaces. Each NE
is identified by an Unique Identifier (UID). The TSNC opens
a socket (2) and listens for incoming connections of TSNAs
started at the NEs. A TSNA initializes scanning the node
resources (3), e.g., interfaces, timestamping support, number
of queues, and sends an Announce message (4) to the TSNC
informing the node UID, node type (end-node or bridge), and
its resources. The TSNC replies to the announce (5) by sending
the node’s configuration specified in the local configuration
file, and the TSNA applies the received configuration to the
node and starts TSN services such as PTP (6). The TSNC
can send messages with new configurations to the TSNA (7),
which replies with a confirmation of whether the configuration
was applied or an error occurred (8). Similarly, the TSNA can
notify topology or resource changes (9), to which the TSNC
replies with an acknowledgment (10).
Communication between TSNC and TSNA occurs through
the Southbound Interface. For simplicity and faster deployment, we used ZeroMQ (ZMQ) sockets for communication,
with messages encoded in JavaScript Object Notation (JSON).

However, the ZMQ sockets can be replaced by NETCONF
implementations in future versions, following the current standardization trend for TSN configuration [15]. The Southbound
Interface contains three types of ZMQ sockets. A REQ socket
is opened for each TSNA that connects to the TSNC, and
allows the TSNC to make requests to the TSNA, for example,
to set a new configuration (messages (7) and (8) of Figure 1c).
A global REP socket is used to reply to requests coming from
TSNAs (messages (9) and (10)). Finally, a SUB socket works
as a subscriber for telemetry data (11). Telemetry data (e.g.,
synchronization offset) are transmitted using publish/subscribe
mode to the TSNC, and stored in the database.
The Southbound Interface of the TSNA has the counterparts
of the three sockets. A REQ socket is used to initiate transmissions to the TSNC (messages (4) and (9) of Figure 1c). The
REP socket listens for transmissions coming from the TSNC
(message (7)), and the PUB socket for telemetry. We use
pub/sub to transmit information that is not crucial for network
operation, such as long-term monitoring of synchronization
offsets, while topology, link speeds, or address changes are
transmitted immediately using the REQ socket.
In the CNC we define the Control Loop module, coupled
with a Scheduler. The control loop verifies if the achieved
performance of the flows corresponds to the specifications
received from the CUC API. When a new flow is registered
through the CUC API, the control loop runs a scheduling
algorithm to support the new flow and applies the new network
configuration through the TSNC. The information for schedule
generation (e.g., network topology, link speeds) is obtained
through the TSNC’s Internal Interface. Schedules and filtering
rules are applied by the control loop on NEs via commands
to the Internal Interface of the TSNC.
We define a Dashboard module for network monitoring and
alarms. Telemetry data published by TSNAs are stored in the
database, and the Grafana1 -based Dashboard module allows
the operator to configure screens for statistics visualization
and set up alarms to notify about network issues. For example,
an operator may set an alarm if PTP reports a synchronization
offset higher than a threshold, allowing troubleshooting actions
to be taken to avoid further issues.
For network operation, the CNC offers the CUC API as
a centralized management interface. NE configurations can be
set based on their UIDs. Flow characteristics and performance
requirements are also specified using this API, realizing the
fully centralized configuration model. Access permissions are
stored in the database and the CUC API enforces them when
a request is issued either to the control loop or directly to the
TSNC (via Internal Interface).
On the TSNA side, the Schedule Manager applies the
schedules received from the TSNC, and it also filters policies
to direct traffic to the correct queues. This is performed
using the Traffic Control (TC) tool for Linux, specifically the
tc-taprio2 module that implements the Time Aware Priority

Shaper (TAPRIO). The basic specification of a schedule contains a Gate Control List (GCL), a base-time that indicates
when the schedule starts, and a set of schedule entries that
indicate which gates (or queues) will be active (or transmitting)
at a given moment of a cycle. The example below shows a
configuration with a base-time and three schedule entries. The
first entry allows traffic mapped to queue 1 to be transmitted in
the first 200µs of the cycle, the second entry gives 100µs for
traffic in queue 3, and the third entry gives 200µs for traffic
in queues 1 and 2 (gate mask 0x03).
base-time 1528743495910289987
sched-entry S 0x01 200000
sched-entry S 0x04 100000
sched-entry S 0x03 200002
The PTP Manager controls the synchronization service,
based on linuxptp3 , according to the configuration parameters
received from the TSNC. A synchronization offset between
the NE and the PTP GrandMaster (GM) is reported by
linuxptp and collected by the PTP Manager. This information
is delivered to the Telemetry Manager, which may publish
to the TSNC if configured to do so. The Telemetry Manager
can be configured to publish aggregated statistics of this offset
(average over several minutes) or only when the offset is above
a threshold, to reduce monitoring traffic. Lastly, the Resource
Monitor constantly checks the state of interfaces, their speed,
and the status of linuxptp processes, immediately informing the
TSNC if any changes occur on these elements. The objective is
to quickly inform the TSNC about topology changes, or failure
of crucial processes, so recovery measures can be taken.
IV. D EPLOYMENT OF TSN N ETWORKS
TSN networks require specialized hardware and software
support for some functionalities. For the scope of the experiments in this paper, the main requirements are hardware-level
packet timestamping for PTP synchronization and multiple
transmission queues for TAPRIO. It is possible to configure
nodes without hardware timestamping, however, PTP synchronization will use software timestamping, taking longer to
converge and usually presenting higher synchronization errors.
The multi-queue and timestamping support are required not
only in the hardware level but also in software.
We set up two distinct experiments on two testbeds: Virtual
Wall 2 [16], and CloudLab Utah [17]; using topologies as
similar as possible, in order to compare the characteristics
of both testbeds. We configured all nodes on both experiments with Ubuntu 20.04.3 LTS, Linux kernel v5.4.0-91,
iproute2 v5.5.0, and linuxptp v3.1.1. On Virtual Wall we used
the pcgen03-5p nodes equipped with Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU
E5645 with 24 threads and 24GB of RAM. On CloudLab
we used the d6515 nodes equipped with AMD EPYC 7452
CPU with 64 threads and 128GB of RAM. The nodes had
different configurations of network adapters, with CloudLab
nodes having three different models on each selected node.

1 https://grafana.com/
2 https://man7.org/linux/man-pages/man8/tc-taprio.8.html

3 http://linuxptp.sourceforge.net/

Table I lists the network adapters on each testbed. The first
column shows interface names returned by the Operating
System (OS), the second column indicates the support for
hardware timestamping. The third and fourth columns show
the number of transmission (TX) and reception (RX) queues,
reported by the ethtool application. The fifth column shows
the maximum link speeds of each card, and the last column
shows the controller model.
Table I: Network adapters on testbed nodes selected
Interface

HW TS

eth*

yes

ens1f*np*
eno*
ens3f*

no1
yes
yes

1 Limited support
2 Queue numbers

TXQ RXQ
Virtual Wall
8
8
Cloudlab
74
74
4
4
1262
632

Speed

Controller

1Gb/s

i82576

25Gb/s
1Gb/s
100Gb/s

BCM57414
BCM95720
MT28800

due to driver version.
depend on the number of CPU logical cores.

All Virtual Wall nodes that we selected have two Intel
82576 network adapters, one with two ports and the other
with four ports. One port is allocated for testbed management
plane, leaving the other 5 available for connection between
nodes. The interfaces have hardware timestamp support, 8 TX
and RX queues, and 1Gbps line speed. The nodes selected
on CloudLab have three different adapters, each with two
ports. The interfaces listed as ens1f0np0 and ens1f1np1 use the
Broadcom BCM57414, which offer line speeds of 25Gbps, and
report 74 TX and RX queues. Although the network adapter
documentation indicates support for hardware timestamping
and IEEE 802.1AS synchronization, ethtool and linuxptp were
not able to identify such support, limiting the capabilities of
those interfaces for PTP synchronization. The other two interfaces, with naming pattern eno*, used Broadcom BCM95720
controllers. These interfaces had a maximum speed of 1Gbps,
and hardware timestamping support. The controller documentation indicates support for 17 RX queues and 16 TX queues,
but from the OS, we were able to enable at most 4 RX and TX
queues. The last row of the table details the ens3f0 and ens3f1
interfaces, which use the Mellanox MT28800 controller. These
interfaces have speeds of 100Gbps, hardware timestamping
support, and a number of queues according to the number of
logical CPU cores. As we used nodes with 64 cores, the OS
reported 63 TX and 126 RX queues for those interfaces.
The topology used for the tests is shown in Figure 2. In
CloudLab, despite having 6 network ports (1 reserved for
testbed infrastructure), we were unable to create more than 3
links per node. Therefore, for the CloudLab setup we used a
virtual shared link to connect PC1, PC3, and SW1, and another
virtual shared link to connect PC2, PC4, and SW3. In those
cases, the link of a single port is split into more links to the
connected nodes. In Virtual Wall we were able to use all the
network ports of the nodes. Figure 2 also indicates the traffic
generated during the scheduling tests. We generate UDP traffic
with two test applications from PC1 to PC2 (UDP App 1 and

UDP App 1

PC1

PC2

UDP App 2

SW1

SW2

SW3

iperf

PC3

PC4

CNC
Figure 2: Topology used for the experiments
UDP App 2) and use iperf34 to generate TCP traffic from PC3
to PC4. In both experiments, we configured SW1 as PTP GM,
SW2 and SW3 as PTP Boundary Clock (BC), and the PCs as
PTP slaves. The CNC was deployed in a separate node, with
a logical control link to all other nodes.
V. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
We deployed the two experiments on Virtual Wall and
CloudLab testbeds, seeking to achieve topology and node configurations as similar as possible. We evaluated the functionalities of precise time synchronization and traffic scheduling
running similar tests in both experiments.
A. PTP Synchronization Accuracy
Our first analysis regards the PTP synchronization accuracy
over 30 minutes of execution. We disregard the first two
minutes after initializing PTP to allow all nodes to reach a
steady-state of synchronization. Table II shows the absolute
PTP synchronization offset (error) between each node and the
GM, in each testbed. For each case, we show the median offset,
the 90th, and 99.9th percentiles. We observed better synchronization accuracy on CloudLab nodes, with median offset up
to 26 ns, while on Virtual Wall nodes the median offset was
up to 416 ns. The testbed infrastructure contains switches or
routing equipment to interconnect nodes. Such equipment may
introduce delays and jitter in the traffic between the nodes
of the experiment, affecting the PTP operation. Nevertheless,
both testbeds offer sub-microsecond synchronization accuracy
most of the time, allowing reliable experimentation with
schedules having slots in the range of tens of microseconds.
Table II: Absolute PTP synchronization offset (in ns)
Node
SW2
SW3
PC1
PC2
PC3
PC4

Median 90th 99.9th
Virtual Wall
218
572
1061
305
738
1535
192
478
1020
394
984
1795
220
520
1069
416
998
5624

Median 90th
99.9th
CloudLab
12
30
604
16
39
935
16
44
547
26
68
1352
12
30
562
23
58
1398

B. Traffic Scheduling
The scheduling experiments demonstrate the use of multiqueues and traffic policing to perform fine-grained control
over traffic behavior. We defined the three schedules shown
4 https://iperf.fr/
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Figure 3: Schedules used for traffic control experiments

One-way delay (ms)

delay of UDP Apps as the propagation of packets through the
links can occur much faster. Despite that, we observed a few
peaks of delay in this deployment. We suspected that these
peaks were caused by the shared link created by the testbed
to interconnect SW3, PC2, and PC4. The egress port of SW3
(on which we apply the schedules) is logically split into two
links to connect PC2 and PC4. After the packets egress from
SW3 port, packet queuing or aggregation policies are not under
our control, and the flows might be affected by the testbed
configuration. We performed an additional experiment where
flows do not converge to a common link. We used SW3 as
end node, taking the roles of PC2 and PC4 on receiving traffic
from PC1 and PC3. The result of this test is shown in Figure
6, in which we omit the iperf results due to space limitation.
We observed that the delay spikes did not occur and one-way
delay was more deterministic.

TCP Throughput (MB/s)

in Figure 3 for these experiments. Each square represents a
slot of 250µs. The number in each square indicates the active
queue. We also defined slots with all queues inactive (crossed
squares), which can represent slots allocated to other traffic
classes. Best-effort traffic is directed to queue 0, including
communication between TSNC and TSNAs, and PTP packets.
Iperf traffic was allocated to queue 1, while UDP Application
1 was allocated to queue 2, and UDP Application 2 allocated
to queue 3. The schedules were applied through commands to
the CUC API on egress ports of nodes PC1, SW1, SW2, and
SW3, considering the direction of traffic shown in Figure 2.
Figure 4 shows the results obtained on Virtual Wall. The top
graph shows the 99th percentile of one-way delay of packets
from the UDP Apps. The UDP sender transmits a packet
every 1 ms. The bottom graph shows the TCP throughput
achieved with iperf3. Schedule 1 allocates one slot for each
flow, resulting in 5.75 ms delay for the UDP Apps and 5.5
MB/s throughput for iperf. Schedule 2 allocates another slot
for iperf, doubling the throughput to 11 MB/s. Schedule 3
replaces the slot from queue 1 with a slot for queue 2, giving
the additional slot to App 1. We can observe the simultaneous
change of behavior in both flows, reducing the delay of App
1 to 3.5 ms, and reducing iperf throughput to the initial 5.5
MB/s. Lastly, we apply Schedule 1 again and observe the same
behavior from the start of the experiment.
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Figure 5: Scheduling on CloudLab testbed
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Figure 4: Scheduling on Virtual Wall testbed
Figure 5 shows the results of the same experiment on
CloudLab. Due to the higher speed of network adapters, we
observed a significantly higher throughput using iperf, starting
at around 80 MB/s and reaching up to 175 MB/s when
applying Schedule 2. We also see a slight decrease of one-way

VI. M AIN TAKEAWAYS AND L ESSONS L EARNED
Experimental research with TSN features requires specialized support in hardware and software. Fortunately, different
testbeds offer support for such research, allowing experimental
validation of theoretical works. We list below a few takeaways
and lessons learned during this work that may help other
researchers when setting up their experiments:
• Preliminary feature test: before setting up experiments
with several nodes, it is important to verify hardware and

•

•

software support for the desired features. As we observed,
it may occur that a feature is supported by hardware but
not fully supported in software. Based on preliminary
tests, the user can better plan the experiments or necessary
software upgrades before setting up larger deployments.
Synchronization: the supporting infrastructure of the
testbeds may affect synchronization accuracy. During
initial tests in Virtual Wall, we configured the Controller
as PTP GM, and observed higher synchronization offset
on some nodes. Changing the GM to SW1 offered better
overall synchronization.
Effect of shared logical links: testbeds allow creating
logical links that share a single port to overcome the
limitation of physical ports and offer more flexibility
on network topology. However, the user might have no
control over such links (e.g., over frame aggregation or
queuing policy). When running experiments with TSN
scheduled traffic, the use of such shared links might
influence the intended deterministic behavior of flows.
VII. C ONCLUSION

TSN standards are enablers for achieving reliable, deterministic, and bounded low-latency communications over Ethernet.
In this paper, we demonstrate the use of Virtual Wall and
CloudLab tesbeds for TSN experimentation. We introduce an
architecture for a TSN controller composed of a CNC and
a TSN Agent that helps with the fast deployment of TSN
networks. We present a qualitative analysis of the features
in both testbeds for TSN experimentation, and also show
qualitative results of basic TSN features – synchronization
and traffic scheduling. We show how the TSN standards can
be used to perform precise control over traffic behavior, as
well as performance isolation between different flows. We
summarize the main takeaways and lessons learned during the
development of this work, in order to help other users, and
conclude that both testbeds offer a valuable set of features
and performance for TSN research.
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